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1. Potential research contribution in light of, or linked to  

A. WG interest and Scientific programme: 

 

I am in the early stage of my research-carrier, and in the beginning of my Ph.D.work. The 

main objective in my study is Reading ability of children age 10-11 in a long time 

perspective. 

“More than any other skill, the ability to read is fundamental to successfully navigating the 

school curriculum. Moreover, it is central to shaping each individual’s trajectory through life, 

his or her economic wellbeing, and the ability to actively and fully participate in broader 

society” (Mullis, 2012, p. 1). This is how the importance of reading skills are emphasized in 

PIRLS 2011 International Results in Reading (Mullis, 2015). My Ph.D. Thesis is based on the 

data from PIRLS reading assessments. I am interested in how the reading ability is 

progressing over time, and especially minority speaking children’s reading skills in their 

second language. A new extension of PIRLS is released 2016, e-PIRLS. E-PIRLS is an online 

reading assessment, and its main purpose is to test the children’s ability to read texts and find 

information online. E-PIRLS consist only of factual prose. I am interested in investigating 

online reading effects on results (score), particular online reading as a tool for not native 

speakers. It is also important to find out more about how how the children cope with the two 

types of assessments and investigate the digital reading effect on deep reading, reading 

comprehension and reading interest. This objectives is linked to WG1’s focus “(…) on 

measuring the effect of digital interface features on reading and comprehending performance 

for young and older adults,” and WG2’s focus on “(…) the influence of digital media on the 

attitudes of children of all reading ages towards reading and literacy, as well as on the impact 

of specific features of digitally presented texts on children’s reading development and 

comprehension.” 

 

B. Action objectives (pages 7-10 in the MoU): 

“The main objective of the Action is to develop, on the basis of an integrative model of 

reading, an aggregate of reading on paper and screens” The data in my study will provide 

information about reading abilities on both paper and screen. It can be a brick stone in 

developing educational tools in reading, so I think that my work and interests are somehow 

particular linked to the action objectives described under C.2: 

-to provide evidence-based recommendations to educational practitioners and policy makers 

-to establish long-term theoretically and methodologically innovative research collaboration 

-to provide a solid platform for strong and competitive education policies and pedagogies 

built on empirically derived knowledge of the effects of technology on reading.  



2. Interest in 

B. organizing and/or participating in a Training School (please indicate what kind of training 

[theoretical; methodological; technical]).  

 

I am interested in participating in the Training School in Empirical Methods for the 

Humanities at the Max Planck Institute for Empirical Aesthetics in Frankfurt 22th-24th of 

September 2016. I am using a quantitative method in my Ph.D.-work and I would like to learn 

more about the basics of empirical research methodology, to design and set up experiments, to 

use statistics and to explore data. 

 

 

 


